This is a discussion between Ralph Allison and Charity, a Professor CIE.
ATTILA THE HUN
Ralph: I can see that. I'm saying that we would have to change completely the structure of the
governmental process. I'm just saying it would seem to me on the surface of it that for somebody
to make that assumption, that they are qualified for a leadership role in their society, that they
are then going back to the dictatorship role.
Charity: You have to remember that if you humans state, as an example, if you humans choose
to say, "My Guardian has chosen me to run the country," you would know by that
pronouncement that no, that is a falsehood. No human is going to make that pronouncement. No
guardian is going to make that pronouncement. It will happen. And for us to go on with this
avenue will just bring you more questions. We would rather that we drop this subject and pick it
up at another time to go on with it.
R: Could I ask, as an example on TV last night, on the training of a man who led the Tartars
through Asia, called Attila the Hun. And it was a description of his childhood and upbringing that
led him to lead the Huns all across Europe as their leader since he was 35 and his father and
uncles had all died. Now he was trained from boyhood with all the skills needed to lead his
people. There was no lack of training that he was given. He was skilled in everything that he had
to do. Now he naturally was seen by everybody who knew him as the most talented horseman,
hunter, etc, that there was and they had no problems in seeing him leading him, because he was
trained from age 4. Now if that's going to happen, fine, the person is proving himself to his
friends and neighbors but otherwise I don't see how you could expect anybody to follow him.
C: What you were stating is what you humans believe is now, is what you have seen and what
you have experienced. You do not see it how we see it. And for us to try to explain it to you is
confusing because your belief systems instilled knowledge is taking control of what we are
trying to state. When we can collect our, when we can get the right wordage for you to be able to
continue on for this part of this conversation, we will, but right now it is at the point that you are
not ready for it. We have gone as far as we can with that avenue of it. Do you understand that,
Dearest?
R: I stated my question. OK, the other part of our government is that government works best
with the consent of the governed.

